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An ad hoc network is a collection of mobile nodes that dynamically form a temporary network and are capable of 
communicating with each other without the use of a network infrastructure or any centralized administration. Due to open 
medium, dynamic topology, distributed cooperation, constrained capabilities ad hoc networks are vulnerable to many types of 
security attacks; one such attack is rushing attack. It is a malicious attack that is directed against on demand routing protocols 
that uses duplicate suppression at each node. 
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1. 1. 1. 1. INTRODUCTION 

A mobile ad-hoc network or MANET is an 
autonomous system of mobile routers (and 
associated hosts) connected by wireless links-the 
union of which forms an arbitrary graph. The routers 
are free to move randomly and organize themselves 
arbitrarily. Thus, the network’s wireless topology 
may change rapidly and unproductively .Such a 
network is developed in ‘Ad-hoc’ basis without any 
pre-existing infrastructure and may operate in either 
stand alone fashion or may be connected to the 
larger Internet. 

1.1Characteristics of MANETs 

� Communication is via wireless 
means(generally via radio waves) 

� Nodes can perform the roles of both hosts 
and routers 

� No centralized controller and infrastructure. 
Intrinsic mutual trust 

� Dynamic network topology. Frequent 
routing updates 

� Autonomous, no infrastructure needed. 
� Can be set up anywhere 

� Energy constraints are of important consideration 
� Security is limited.  

 1.2 Application areas 
� Military or police exercises 
� Disaster relief operations 
� Mine site operations 
� Urgent business meetings 
� Robot data acquisition 

1.3 Security Issues in Manet 

MANETs are much more vulnerable to attack than wired networks. 
This is because of the following reasons [7]. 

� Open Medium: Eavesdropping is much easier than in wired 
network 

� Dynamically changing network topology: Mobile node 
comes and goes from the network, thereby allowing any 
malicious node to join the network without being detected. 

1.4 Merits of MANET 

•  They provide access to information and services regardless 
of geographic position. 

•  These networks can be set up at any place and time. 

•  These networks work without any pre-existing 
infrastructure. 
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1.5 Demerits of MANET 

•  Limited resources: Limited resource invokes 
the problem of limited   security 

•  Lack of authorization facilities: Intrinsic mutual 
trust is vulnerable to attacks 

•  Time varying topology: Volatile, changing 
network topology makes it hard to detect 
malicious nodes. 

•  Security protocols for wired network can not 
work for ad-hoc networks. 

2. ATTACKS IN MANETS 

Attacks in MANETs can be classified as: 

• Passive attack 

• Active attack 

2.1   Passive attack 

 A passive attack does not actually disrupt the 
operation of the operation of the network. 

E.g. Snooping: Snooping is unauthorized access to 
another person’s data.  

2.2   Active attack 

An active attack attempts to alter or destroy the data 
being exchanged in the network [1], [8].  

2.3 Layer based attack 

Network Layer Attack:  The list of different types of 
attacks on network layer is discussed hereby: 

• Wormhole Attack: In wormhole attack, a 
malicious node, receives packets at one location 
in the network and tunnels them to another 
location in the network, where these packets are 
resent into the network. This tunnel between 
two colluding attackers is referred to as 
wormhole. 

•  Black hole Attack: An attacker listen the 
requests for the routers in a flooding based 
protocol .When the attacker receives a request 
for a route to the destination node, it creates a 
reply consisting of an extremely short route and 
enters into the pathway to do anything with the 
packets passing between them. 

• Byzantine Attack: In this attack, a compromised 
intermediate node or a asset of compromised intermediate 
nodes works in collision and carries out attacks such as 
creating routing loops, forwarding packets on non-optimal 
paths and selectively dropping packets which result in 
disruption or degradation of the routing services. 

• Resource Consumption Attack: In this attack, an attacker 
tries to consume or waste away resources of the other 
nodes present in the network. The resources that are 
targeted are: 

•  Battery  power 

•  Band width 

•  Computational power 

•  Routing Attack: There are several attacks which can 
be mounted on the routing protocols and may disrupt 
the proper operation of the network [2].    

 Brief description of such attacks is given below: 

i. Routing Table Overflow: In this case, the attacker create 
routes to nonexistent nodes, the goal is to create enough routes 
to prevent new routes from being created or to overwhelm the 
protocol implementation. 

ii. Packet replication: In this case, an attacker replicates stale 
packets.  

iii. Route Cache Poisoning: In the case the route cache is 
destroyed or damaged 

iv. Rushing Attack: On-Demand Protocols (such as AODV or 
DSR) that use duplicate suppression during the route 
discovery process are vulnerable to this attack. 

Transport Layer Attack: 

•  Session Hijacking: At first the attacker spoofs the IP address of 
target machine and determines the correct sequence number. 
After that he performs s DOS attack on the victim. As a result 
the target system becomes unavailable for sometime. The 
attacker now continues the session with the other system as a 
legitimate system [11]. 

Application Layer Attack:  

•  Repudiation: In simple term, repudiation refers to the denial or 
attempted denial by a node involved in a communication of 
having participated in all or part of the communication. 
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2.4 Multi Layer Attack: 

•Denial of service (DoS): In this type of attack, an 
attacker attempts to prevent legitimate and 
authorized users from the services offered by the 
network.  

•Jamming: In this form of attack, the attacker 
initially keeps monitoring the wireless medium in 
order to determine the frequency at which the 
destination node is receiving signals from the 
sender. It then transmits signals on that frequency so 
that error free reception at the receiver is hindered. 

•SYN Flooding: In this form of attack, a malicious 
node sends a large amount of SYN packets to a 
victim node, spoofing the return address of the SYN 
packets.  

•Distributed DOS Attack: Distributed Denial    of 
Services is more severe form of DoS. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF RUSHING ATTACK 

Definition: A rushing attacker exploits the duplicate 
suppression mechanism by quickly forwarding route 
discovery packets in order to gain access to the 
forwarding group [3].   

3.1 Rushing Attack Formation 

Algorithm: 

Step1: Set of N numbers of node is created. 

Step2: Create a connection between nodes. 

Step3: Rushing node invaded into the forward 
multicast Group. 

Step4: Send the packet to the particular groups 

Step5: At mean time attacker node tap all the 
packets. 

Step6: The packets in the attacker node are then 
quickly forwarded to the next upcoming node. 

Step7: The data packets from the legitimate 
node reach the destination late and so it is 
dropped as Duplicate packet. 

 

Fig 1: Rushing attack Formation 

3.2 Rushing Attack Based On Three Scenarios 

3.2.1 Rushing Node At Near Sender 

 In this figure node S sends the packet to the destination 
node R. The attacker node A is placed at near sender. 

     The data packets from the sender are forwarded to both the node 
A and C at the same time. The attacker nodes quickly forward the 
data packet to node E than the node C. The attacker node forwards 
the packet to node E then to G and B node. Finally Receiver R 
receives the data packets that are forwarded by attacker node. The 
performance of Attack Success Rate with respect to this scenario is 
calculated. 
 

 

Fig 2: Rushing attacker at near sender 

3.2.2 Rushing Node At Near Receiver 

this figure node S sends the packet to the destination node R. The 
attacker node A is placed at near receiver. The sender node 
forwards the data packets to both the node B and C at the same 
time. The data packet can pass through either B, E and G nodes or 
C, F and G nodes. When the data packet reaches the attacker node 
A, it quickly forwards the data packet to node R. The performance 
of Attack Success Rate with respect to this scenario is calculated 
 

 

Fig 3: Rushing attacker at near receiver 
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Fig 4: Rushing attacker at anywhere in
network 
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4. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF DSR PRO

Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) is an ex
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DSR contains two phases: 

•Route Discovery (find a path) 

•Route Maintenance (maintain a path) 

Route discovery: 

 

Fig 5: Route discovery p
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      If node C does not receive an acknowledgement 
from node D after some number of requests, it 
returns a RouteError to the initiator A. As soon as 
node receives the RouteError message, it deletes the 
broken-link-route from its cache. If A has another 
route to E,   it sends the packet immediately using 
this new route [12]. 

Otherwise the initiator A is starting the Route 
Discovery process again. 

5. SELF ORGANIZED CLUSTERING 
 SCHEME 

Few important terms: 

• Cluster Head: A cluster head, serves as a 
local coordinator for its cluster, performing 
Inter-cluster routing, data forwarding and so 
on. 

• Cluster Gateway: A cluster gateway is a 
non cluster-head node with inter-cluster links, 
so it can access neighboring Clusters and 
forward information between clusters. 

• Cluster Member: A cluster member is a 
node that is neither a cluster head nor a 
cluster gateway. 

      The proposed self-organized clustering 
scheme can be divided into cluster formation 
phase and cluster maintenance phase, which 
are described in following subsections [6] 
,[20]. 

Pre-requisites and Assumptions: 

       The prerequisite for our self-organizing scheme 
includes the use of a proactive routing protocol such 
as DSDV within the cluster. We define a parameter 
k that limits the number of hops the node can be 
away from its cluster head. We assume that the 
parameter k is known to each node participating in 
the cluster formation. This hop limit, k, can be tuned 
based on empirical results and/or dynamically, 
keeping the mobility into consideration. If the nodes 
in a MANET are highly mobile, then, the value of k 
for the cluster can be relatively small as compared to 
a scenario where mobile nodes in a MANET are 
stable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7: Cluster Formation 

Step 1: As shown in Fig  when a node i does not belong to any 
cluster and wants to join a cluster it broadcasts a cluster solicitation 
message (whose format is shown in Fig 8(a) ) to its immediate 
neighbors. 

Step 2: Node j and node l which receive the cluster solicitation 
message send out a cluster advertisement message whose format is 
shown in Fig 8 (b). The cluster advertisement of the node j and the 
node l contains information such as the cluster head ID of the 
corresponding cluster. It also contains information regarding the 
number of hops the new node i will be away from the cluster head. 
Each node maintains its approximate hop count. As shown in Fig 7 
the hop count sent by node j to node i in the cluster advertisement 
is having the value 2 that is its own hop count incremented by one. 
Similarly the hop count value in the cluster advertisement sent 
from node l to node i is 3. 

Step 3: The node i, after receiving the cluster advertisement(s), first 
check whether the hop count value in cluster advertisement 
message is less than k value. Then it chooses the cluster head of the 
node with the minimum hop count in its advertisement, as its 
cluster head. Then it sends a cluster acceptance message as shown 
in Fig 8(c) to the nodes whose cluster advertisements have been 
received. It sets the A bit to indicate acceptance of advertisement. 
If the hop count value is the same in two or more cluster 
advertisements then one of them can be selected randomly. 

Step 4: When the new node i receives two or more cluster 
advertisements from nodes that belong to different clusters, it 
declares itself as a cluster gateway. It sets the G bit, in the cluster 
acceptance message. This is shown in Fig 7 with message labeled 
3. 

Step 5: If the new node i does not receive any cluster 
advertisement after sending the cluster solicitation message 
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multiple times or it receives all advertisements with 
maximum hop count, it declares itself as a cluster 
head. 

 

Fig 8: Cluster formation msg format 

Cluster Maintenance: 

     When a new node joins the cluster, it starts 
advertising itself and after a short time, all nodes in 
its cluster will have an entry for this node in their 
routing table. When a node moves out of the range 
of the cluster, it becomes unreachable to the nodes 
in the cluster. Thus the entry for this node is deleted 
from each node’s route table within the cluster.  

6. SCENARIO OF RUSHING ATTACK IN 
SELF ORGANISATION BASED 
CLUSTERING: 

Algorithm For Rushing Attacks In Self Organization 
Based Clustering Scheme:  

Step 1: A genuine node tries to enter a cluster of 
nodes in a Manet 

Step 2: The Rushing attacker keeps track from 
outside. 

Step3: Rushing attacker floods the neighboring 
nodes of the cluster by, not only rushing-ly but 
also repetitively sending cluster solicitation msg 
to the aforesaid nodes. 

Step4: processing those cluster solicitation msg 
keeps the neighboring nodes of the cluster busy. 

Step 5: The genuine node is deprived of the entry 
into the cluster. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 9 : Flowchart of rushing attack 
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Fig 10: scenario when rushing attacker invades into a self organization based cluster 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 11: Flowchart for proposed  

solution to prevent rushing attack 
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7. PROPOSED SOLUTION FOR RUSHING 
ATTACK WHEN COMMITTED ON SELF 
ORGANIZED   CLUSTERING SCHEME: 

The probable solution includes one calculating metric to 
determine the transmit frequency of the attacker node. If a 
node behaves maliciously, the neighboring nodes will 
report about it to the cluster head. The cluster head will 
use some metric to determine the transmit frequency of the 
suspected node .If the transmit frequency of the suspected 
node is more the normal transmit frequency then the 
suspected node will be assumed as attacker .the cluster 
head then informs all nodes present in the cluster to 
remove link with that attacker node. 

Probable Solution of rushing attack when committed on 
DSR protocol: 

 One way to thwart an attacker that rushes in this way is 
to remove delays at both the MAC and routing layers, but 
this approach does not work against all types of rushing 
attackers and is not general [5].  

 For example, in a dense network using a CSMA MAC 
layer, if a node A initiates a Route Discovery, and B is two 
hops away from A, and C and D are neighbors of both A 
and B, then B will likely not receive the ROUTE 
REQUEST due to a collision between REQUEST 
forwarded by C and D. In a dense network, such collisions 
may often prevent the discovery of any nontrivial routes 
(routes longer than a direct link), which is even more 
severe than the rushing attack, which prevents the 
discovery of routes longer than two hops. 

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

As the use of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) has 
increased, the security in MANETs has also become more 
important accordingly. Historical events show that 
prevention alone, i.e., cryptography and authentication are 
not enough; therefore, the intrusion detection systems are 
brought into consideration. Since most of the current 
techniques were originally designed for wired networks, 
many researchers are engaged in improving old techniques 
or finding and developing new techniques that are suitable 
for MANETs. With the nature of mobile ad hoc networks, 
almost all of the intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are 
structured to be distributed and have a co-operative 
architecture.  

 In context to the previously discussed solution that has 
been proposed in this paper the probable future work 
includes the generation of a metric to calculate the 
transmit frequency of the nodes in a cluster. 

 Also, the scenario when the cluster head is suspended 
from the cluster, the cluster requires a re-election. This 
situation is yet to be handled. 
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